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Q lialit\'. It hat hl't'Il ,al( 1. is S(illlct11ill"..
tll:lt Ir thttlt'ull lit Bill Yi ltlr' fill'-cr ('ll.
I h(• ^alat • ct 11I(I h(• ^.Iid ah( ,t ill y 1'r,i(Illctr (,t
tilt' L,ckhvc,I Vn IIit vring & Scu•nct•
( ' (,IIIpa[IY	 I.	 I ht' Cl 111111:111Y t • xl-z t	 ti 
Ii1-4)vIllc nNIII:i-,•cII!( IIt ;ultl ttlhnic;II -lcr • Yit -k-
t '(ir • Its Irarl'iit, I- wkllt • t',I	 I,:it1,1n. L 	 I^
IIIII(ILit , aim III ,,- L(wkllt'l•(I vi ill I111nics 111 tI1;11 It
1,il's I), It Sell har,iwar'r. Its I IllY IIr(aiuol 1>
I,I --Ivi(Iing lu h - 1cchnultt( r\ t • I I t 'IIIccI'III^.
^tV it' rlt • l'. nr111a4Y CIII U IIt. an11 tCCI111ical ^,11Ir1 trt't
t(,r r_- I1%-( • rnni t•nt l0" )"-r;lIII
1 ht' lecrin anti Sri( nrt'^ I'rt"^ r;Im
II•:^I'lll is (vu• in ^t'Y(^ral Lh:^l' Itr(t^raul^.
11'ith III( trc than ''.i g lu full-tiInc (•111	 ec-z.
I:^I'O i; tilt lirin( il ' ;11 r( - tar'ch ;Intl
t fl„ Intt t'lll!^'
 I11:1 [it	
lit1'a(•t,11' ;11 1'It • Na11('n;il
_	 I*( , au ICS :ln(I SI'Icc A I itriIIi tratirlll-
.1i'1lllri , li Shalt' ( ' t'lltl • r iNAS,-.1S('1. Ft r tlitIr•t•
t haul _'-) 1'l •;o-. ESP() h ;lr ;lll tlu i rtl'(I ;III Ill:lj , ,1'
Itlalmed -z ila •(•tll ght Iir" t "r:lill-^: (rt 1mill, AI'(til(1,
SkY1:ilI. AII(dIti
	 i\'l:Z, `l1; wc ,h11tIIt•. ;III,i
S'l Pact ,
 `la	 I.tHIIl	 1'( • t'tit Ill.
The qualit y ww-k (t' I.E.SC ESP() r -cei\-t' i
,Irt'rial rt'r( ' ^niti„n in 1:+^:+ « h(^n it \ \:lam n;urn•(i
the recipient ('t the	 NASA I':xct•11cric(-
AWII'(i f(il • Qualit,\ ;uui Pr( ' tluctivil .\. 'I'll(-
:I\Iarti—\Yhich i^ t1t'^i^'n(I lit rt'c( ' -nirt , tilt•
hi_ht'^t ^t;lntiar;l< (,t' Iit^l • t '(i, • nl;ult • t^ ;Inure
NA SA -s aor,'<Ilnct' 1IUIu^t! • Y cl1111I'al-1(,1-t.
rUhc( i litrat • 1l'1-. and ^Ii ltllt'rs — Is tilt' llll-rht-1
h( rn'r hc q '\1'('(i 11I,( t ll LESC F.SI'I I. 'I ht'
aw:i -d	 illvi IC(- r ., :Ill'lc!Hi ll' ;ill
(•ztt , n:iYt :II I IIIit -ati ' n all,I „ 11	 11t Yi,iI	 hY
ex:lnliIler,< lit Yali :Itt• chlll ^ I11:ui1 • in tilt'
aI,Illicati(in. LI •:"(' i ,^ tilt- (.Ilk I-ccil,icilt tt,
I't 1 ( • t 1 1\'t' till' award i(tr 1911f (rent ;1 tit-ld tit
ci t 'llt tlllallrt ,^. and I-^ the first -: up it' • t --^l•ITicv
l • Unt1 •;ll • t( I I • tit Will thv :I%vard.
I ht' tr'llt'\1'III” 141-t•-z c"Iltairl all
I.FSC I' S '( ► '. a rYict'. and a tiCt;lilt'd
t'XaI11111ati(tn i,f Itr f'cus (In tilt' curt('lllcr and
tilt' ('rganizatir,n. 'I'ht-c tcchiliyuc- have Iloctl
lit vck ipol h\ :111 t'r-alli%at!('n that spit-'ializt-
in --crvIIY • , 1 1 111 c;Ill lit- ad:Iptt'ii atld ;Ippllt . (I hY
;lll\' i r l' :Lnl%;ltl(^fl tiler 11l^lll'^ t ( r l ul— tic i(,lal
'ti e
ESPO Provides Engineering
Services to NASA-JSC
ESPO has established itself as a leading
technical service contractor through its past
and ongoing engineering developments for the
Space Shuttle. Technical area; include
automation and robotics: the thernla! control
subsystem; llltegl'ated guidiltlCe, IMVIlr;ltloll, alld
attitude control; tracking alld Co1111111u111Ctlillrns:
spacecraft propulsion Sv;tents: crcw and
thermal systems: lunar specimen c- ul•atioll
laboratories: data managenlent: and
hahitahilitv', humall factor;, and fc,
subsYsten:S. Much li t' the Cuta'Cnt Cllginecr'ing
activity ;uppIIIIS planning and dC:Aign (At ' the
space station tes' heds. with particular
t he al'i'as of data
inanagenlent, thermal
management, and trackim-
and conull1114- ti,mS. The
stt'ollg tlmd,1IIICiltid bakes of
Culli plltCl' SCIvIlce. s\'slellls
t'llgineel'lllg. alld sllllllatloll
prtt\'ide enhanced C,11lahilitiCS
to NA ;A 111 all al'i'as of
enginCel'ing. E`'I'O's lom^'
Standing strcilgths of*
a\ Io[ll('s, collmilllllcatlotl and
tracking. and pr„xinlit\
„Iterations tools and skills
are Icing applied to futllt•t'
space Itrttject needs.
ESPO prA,vides major support to NASA1 J. ,('
Ill its responsihilitics fo" the design. d(wcl1)pnu'r1t.
operation, and o\'el'a11 missiutl management (It
both JSC-assigned, NASA-sponsored padloads
and commercial Ila\'load: scheduled for tligtlt
Ill) the Spacc Transportation S}stem.
ESPO Provides Science
Services to NASA-JSC
ESPO designed and dcvclope(1 part of * the
Shuttle Cl-Cw Escape SYstem (SCE':S). -,I c:-itical
return-to-tlig}ht project. In addition. ESPO
;llElpltl'tS the ;}lllltle ii;t1'Uilalit l'1'E'\\'; a , l a Wide
rallge of Earth observatloll actl\'itles. pnividillg
crew training and mission support. ESPO plaYs
it tllator full' 111 Cool ., linattllg ('re\C ,1ctl\'Itles
with the Earth's sciences 01111I1111nItC need;.
The ph()togrtlpll\' taken by the astn41aut crew:,..
for example, is dOCnllll'llted 111 Il11SSlol1 ('atlllogS
and in an electronic data base, a'ld is then
made available to the E'll'th's Sciences
colllll unit\ - . For i1 (wc than six Years. ESPO
supported \:1S:\-.1S(' in dev(dirpim, the I:irge
forillat callleril and Its associated ,1ttltllde
reference System. This canll'r i ct)tlstitutes the
Most adCallCed C0111111t'relal lllapplll,r ( • a111t l -il Iii
eXiStelll•l', and till' big}I 1't';olllUoll ph,tlogt'aph\'
t5 used ill a CarictC of SCielltifl(' di;Ci Ill ine;.
ESPO also provides Scientific anil technical
support for solar System exp1m%itlon pt'trlrr;1111s
at \:15:\ .15('. Lockheed srilvlti;t; and
ellgllleer1 ; ,1nal\'ze cxtrillerrestrlal matt-rlal
sam ples, o{t'\t'Io p spaccl'I"-Ilt illstrullielits fot'
e\'aluallon of nlatcri;lls and 11mr.-nla(w near-
Earth or'hital phcn,nncna. and build pn,t,rt^frc
eyuipnlent ftrl' hurll • base dc\clopnl ilt and
planetar}y expl(watitnl nlissioll;.
Because ttf lit(' llilitllIC miture of sllp pot't
services contr,1cting, with its highl y
 di\erse arn{
specialized fultctitul;. it is :1 challcllgC to measure
its (luallitY and pl'ut {ucti\ its. There fl -O(IlI 'ntI ,V is
Ill) piece of nlachim .n I ' ) he in;pCcted „r tested
to Collfll'lll ('xeelICIICLl of 1111;dlty. Ill) ftl'ot{list Io
IC ;old in the niarkCt place :IUd hec„n1C stihject
to mass cllStomCI' feedback rn' ct,nSUnrt•,'
r'efrorts, a'ld ilo coll\'e ''or h(':' With pl'„ ducts
t'ollltlr off to be C011nted 111d Illetlslll'ed A1';llllsl
11],111-ho111';, Ill 51101 -t, thCre 1; 11o01illg ta11.'•'Ihlt'
remaining that appeal's me ' Isurahlc. IndCcd. as
So"ll as it _ cCm ice has been perlt,rnlCd, it is h\.
definiti, ll a thillg (I t' the past.
YO tllost of lls call 1'1'1;111 Instances \\'Ilcli \\'e
Imv( , rt'('l ivcd elt ho.-I • Cel'C lr„od service W. Vct . '
p(im . servicc —alld 11'1' kllo\C tht'rc is a \'cry rcid
differelice. Fi l l . t}lc Sllppol't ser'\ICC t•,intnictol'
\\'ho is conlnlittcd to esccllcncc, the ch:dlCngc
ctrusist; ,if first dcfirlin-- and measuring that
dil • fcrcnce ,1rl,I then Ilwcting the Stan( LIT, d „t
excellence that ha; hccn defined.
O%cr • the Years this pur fsuit , excellence Isis
led uS :It LES(' ESP( ) to eMOIJ11c all f •,1cets „I.
traditionrli (IuaIll 'v Assurance alld pr,'ductivit^
method;. AS a I •('Slllt, \\-C
 IMVC developed
po\Cel • flll Opl'ratilig. Illt'llhn{olo ,r \ • to sl stall) th('
hlghl'st ;tall&II'dS of t}u,1Ilt\' :11111 Ill', ,,Illl'111'lt\ Ill
all cilglTleet'lil_' and science support set'\ let'
Cn\-it'(,m11Crlt. NV(C hnVc f(tl'111111;LtCd, tt'Sted.
,1daptt'd. alid i11:I111t:111IC(i a SYSICIll to l'Iisurc
that NASA. the rust„n1Ct', is c„mpletel\
s,1tlsfll'd.	 ( ' llsto1111'1' sat];f,1ctioll--that s what
we re ahi lut ('11 a da \' to ({a\ has];,	 '4aid M, ,l'
1IiIler, I. F. S(' v Ict , l,l •Csi,hcnt im(I ES,
 PO nulrlagcr.
At llle vcm- r ,r r( , „ f the „I ' eratwlial S .\ <tCnl is
an A)n"mizati(maI Sti'ueturC designed t„r
rl'spull 1 l\ • t'lle;5 111”	 feeti\ VIWSS Ill the
111,1i1agc1lE'nt tit TAO- deeeliti'ah :Cd tob of-ders.
Each of these job A wdcr is it millic,rnu •act in
Which reSourcCS and dCli\Ci •ahle; II'C direct l\
11C
..
"'t)tNited ht'tw(' cn the NASA-.1SC tllotlit„1
:old the Lockheed per;,,nncl pet'fornling the
\cork. Pr, jcct lvquir : 'incnts var. wider. The
llllltl'iX ilrojl'l't Il)Tlll:lgt'Illl'ilt ;tl'llt'tln't' alto\l's
Illc flexihilit}' necCSS;u' \, to re;porn{ t„ this
variety of retluircments.
Al s,t ccntr;d to task pt'I't,r;'ll ante ,S it T(whnic;d
Illfol • tllati „ ll	 s\-stcm (TH I S) Ihat Is
111111 uelC tau nted to Suppol'1 te:1111 projl'( • ts. T his
CnharlcC Ill Crlt t„ te;url effort is i Ill p,rrtanl h„ th
within the Conlpan1 y :md between ESPO :Ind
NASA. A \ • italizati ,m pr„ces that ensures -I
pl'o),Cr skill mix with 1'e:dlstic ( • osts is „pet'ati\'e
within the C4 1 111pa11\' to give added helleftts ?O
NASA. An unvininment of ol,en Coll mullicatlotl anal
2
employee participation, together with a leadership
development program that enables and empowers
superior performance, provides a key stimulus to
continuing excellence in both quality and
productivity. The effectiveness of these innovations
and ESPO's continuous improvement are
demonstrated by sustained ratings of excellent for
cost, schedule, and technical performance in the
award fee evaluation process since 1978 and also
by the following accomplishments:
• Selection as the recipient of the 1989 Johnson
Space Center lbam Excellence Award. This
marked the second consecutive year that ESPO
received this honor.
9 Vital role in critical return-to-flight activities.
13i the wake of the Challenger accident, ESPO
developed the Shuttle Crew Escape System and
implemented the "clamshell fix' of the nitrogen
tetroxide leak prior to the Space tlansportation
System 26 (STS-26) mission.
• Selection for NASAJSC's Tngineering
Support Contract (ESC). This contract, awarded in
1987, is the second largest contract supporting
NASAJSC.
Early completion of ESC phase-in activities.
The transition was completed 90 days ahead of
schedule; saving the government $5.2 million.
® Additional ESC staffing growth of 88 percent
since the contract was awarded. While this growth
took place, award fee evaluations remained
excellent.
• Verifiable cost reductions of $55.4 million
since 1984. Each year has shown a steady
increase in both the number of submittals and
dollars saved.
• Continuing implementation of the technical
Information Processing System (TIPS), a network
computer system to increase productivity and
quality. Phase II was implemented in 1988 with
the installation of 186 workstations and associated
software; workstations and a terminal, printer,
and plotter to support technical computer-aided
design and computer-aided engineering, and a
microwave link to connect workers in the new
Lockheed Plaza 4 with e.\isting networks.
• Continual pursuit of technical excellence.
About 27 percent of employees completed one or
more of the 26 in-house technical training courses
offered in 1988; 10 percent participated is 'he
tuition reimbursement program; and 45 percent
attended one or more of the 20 wellness centfer
progi- is. Since 1984, 348 employees (includmg
two-thirds of all managerial employees) have
completed the Distinctions of Leadership course.
a
 Emphasis on employee involvement and
recognition. About 40 percent of employees
participated on oue or more of the 48 employee
teams in 1988; award programs recognized 37
percent of employees for group achievement and
39 percent for individual achievement.
At ESPO we continually strive to improve the
quality and productivity of operations as a support
service contractor. Commitment to teamwork and
customer satisfaction is a way of life.
Focus on the Customer
All ESPO Employees Understand
Performance Requirements
ESPO's understanding of peitormance
requirements is a natural result of a close working
relationship with customers. The partnership with
NASAJSC, which allows the joint identification
and solution of problems, is greatly facilitated by
our organizational structure, which closely mirrors
that of the NASA-JSC divisions that ESPO
supports. Every one of these NASA divisions has
its counterpart in an ESPO department, aach of
which is overseen by an operations manager.
These operations managers, who are the primary
contacts with the NASAJSC divisions, work with
a great deal of autonomy. This is a necessity
because each operations area conducts work on
a number of individual job orders.
Each job order manager oversees a
semiautonomous work group that meets weekly,
or often daily, with the NASAJSC monitor. These
meetings take place at .JSC or in the ESPO
facilities and include NASA, ESPO, and
subcontractor employees from all levels. NASA
visits ESPO regularly, and an op s
 r door
policy is maintained to promote close working
relationships.
Requirements are clearly documented in the job
order and in supporting clarification work
authorizations, such as task agreements and action
documents. These are understood throughout the
organization. Advice or clarification can be
obtained easily when the need arises because
ESPO's entire work force is no more than five
minutes away from NASAJSC.
In addition to such ongoing communication, we
receive feedback through the quarterly evaluation
of each job order. We have more than 700 job
orders. Each one is graded quarterly on technical
work performance, supervision and management,
and response and schedules. At the program level,
we receive feedback from the technical manager
and contract officer on cost and program
management performance for the entire contract.
This timely feedback from the customer allows
the process to be refired and excellence to be
sustained.
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NASA recognizes ESPO's work
w
Proof of ESPO's outstanding performance came
in March 1987 when we were granted the
Engineering Support Contract, the second largest
contract supporting NASAJSC. The contract
covers an initial two-year period with three two-
year options. The ESC consolidates the work
previously done by three companies—ESPO,
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, and
Northrop Services, Inc.—under three separate
contracts. Thirty percent of the ESC represented
new work for ESPO, including support for the
NASAJSC Crew and Thermal Systems Division,
Propulsion and Power Division, and Lunar
Curation Laboratories.
Phase-in activities began immediately after the
award announcement. To handle the increased
work load, we tired 95 percent of the incumbent
work force from Northrop and 75 percent from
McDonnell Douglas. By May 10, 1987, (well ahead
of the targeted month of August 1987) we
brought these 336 new, people on board. The
quick work saved the government $5.3 million.
Moreover, to ensure a smooth transition, we had
completed 50 memoranda of understanding
(IVIOUs) with the incumbents.
In the initial evaluation of the contract for the
period ending July 1987, the NASAJSC technical
manager made special note of ESPO's
outstanding performance during the intense period
of transition to the new ESC contract. The
company's performance was rated "high
excellent:' Thi= work included the identification,
recruiting, and hiring of the incumbent work
force; the development and implementation of
three-party MOUs; and the initiation of ESC work
authorization documents (job orders). Excellent
progress in TIPS implementation and a continued
high level of performance dining the high activity
transition period were also noted. Additionally,
since the start of ESC, ESPO has received more
than 400 letters of commendation for excellent
performance from NASA.
Working with customers
Areas of minor deficiencies M11 undoubtedly
arise in any organization performing the diverse
and complex tasks necessary for manned space
exploration. The quarterly evaluation of each job
order pinpoints potential problem areas. When the
potential for a deficiency is identified, the
operations manager of the department to which
the job order is assigned immediately discusses
the situation with the ESPO job order manager
and the NASA technical monitor. (An operations
manager is responsible for a department and is
also the primary ESPO interface for support to a
counterpart NASA division.) If additional
resources or capabilities are needed to correct the
deficiency, the operations manager has immediate
access to the resources of both LESC and the
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entire Lockheed Corporation. Sustained
"excellent" glades, however, are proof that areas
of deficiency in ESPO are of minimal significance.
The contract defines "excellent" as follows:
"Performance is outstanding in essentially .dl
respects, approaching the best that could be
expected of any qualified contractor. Contractor
has greatly exceeded the standard of performance
which would be expected of a qualified contractor.
Areas of deficiency are very few and, overall, are
considered relatively unimportant. Contractor
shows initiative in executing the job and achieving
improvements."
ESPO demonstrates a high
degree of initiative
The working relationship set up between NASA
and its support service contractors calls for
NASAJSC to identify tasks and delegate them to
the contractor. However, because ESPO has
earned the trust and respect of NASA through
sustained excellent performance, ESPO frequently
takes the initiative to identify critical tasks and
improvements to facilitate and enhance the joint
mission of manned space exploration. This process
is part of a proactive approach that calls for a
constant examination of work to seek and find
opportunities for improvement.
In the early 1980s, for example, ESPO
recognized that automation of its processes
through the use of desktop computers could
greatly enhance quality and productivity: Studies
on the use of computers in the workplace resulted
in the development of TIPS, an operating network
of computers, engineering workstations, personal
computers, and associated software specifically
designed to increase the productivity of the work
force. TIPS is visible evidence of a commitment to
productivity. By implementing such. ideas as
automation in the workplace, everyday work is
performed more efficiently.
Sometimes, special situations arise that offer
the opportunity to devise creative solutions. Such
was the case in two separate tasks in the critical
retuiai-to-flight period. Dining the Main Propulsion
System (MPS) Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA)/Critical Items List (CIL) review for the
STS return to flight, the Lockheed team proposed
the use of laptop computers and projection devices
to facilitate the review sessions. ESPO
recommended loading the pertinent data for each
FMEA into a word processor and then displaying
the output from the computer onto an overhead
display. Participants could thus review the
pertinent data and make appropriate changes
together. Not only was the entire FMEA review
process significantly accelerated, but the
quality of the new completed product could not
have been obtained through the former
process. The NASA-JSC customer commented
that the new devices and computer paid for
themselves during; the fast two-week review
meeting;. They were employ.-d for seven additional
review meetings.
While the STS-26 vehicle teas being checked out
for the return to flight, a nitrogren tetn ►xide lean
was discovered in in inaccessible lxe •tion of the
Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) lxid. A joint
ESPO and NASA team designied, fabticated. and
demonstrated a clanlsllell dew-ice that could seal
the leak. This breakthrough allowed the shuttle to
be launched without the significant delay for
rollback and de-mating. The ESPO engineer
resimnsihle for this ingenious de -Ice vtas
recognized and rewarded by both NASA and
ESYO_III
	 the initiative to recog-nize and pnlyide
for future ne ds. ESPO established the Artificial
Intelligence Project Office (AIPO) ill 	 to
research needs and develop capability in the newly
enlergring artificial intelligence lAI) field. The
result «ells the creation of an Al iabor ttul-
 - facility
staffed with trained lx•1v»u.el. NASA has
recognized this capability. -aid ESPO has delivered
five major ex1wrt system. to NASA-JSC. These
systems assist in such 1:nerse arelis as hardware
diagnosis and complex :Dace station tasM. planning.
Planning to ensure customer
satisfaction
The tasks Oil 	 ESC contract are
communicated by NASA-.TSC technical nionitors
y i;l sou or nlor•e indiy idu..! soh osiers. The
illaJOrity of these job ostler are stanaf-alone
tasks—inudviiendent • if other ESPO job Orders—
that are part of a lamer pr sect 111,111ag reti ply'
ESP0. This is typical elf supplr •t services
contracting. We pl- ride schedulCS for each job
order. and the .fob oiler manager is reslxinsible
tin • nu •eting schedule requ111111 its.
Guidelines for project plan development are
included in the Project Management Ilandblx ►k.
This handbook is augrrnented with formal project
nianagen^cnt training; courses. Topics covered
include slain p iles. deliverables. resource estimates,
and planning and control tOOIs. Overall customer
satisfaction is grideli tluartel-1V on technical work
per fo;-nlanev, sulwm ision acid nlanagienlent. and
respOnse and schedules. NASA pmv'ides an overall
stinlnlar y of Lmides at the ESPO operations level
and ;again at the contract level.
Adapting to changing conditions
V ariation is a fact of life. ESPO realizes that
and all employees have denlonstiated exceptional
resl ►l ►nsi yeness to rescheduling and repnoritizmg
l ►n,1t OS When the need 11riSeS.
()lit' of the most complicated and demanding
projects was the «(star-Plilapi satellite retrieval
mission. To meet the critical time lines of this
project. ESP) rescIIe*IUled and re air ritized its
111a11y ongoing activities to free till' necesSiir v
resources for still )IKill too
	
rutr•i( al. The pnOiect
involved about 10 pement of the tt )tal wOr •k ti lire
Oyer a short lxeli(xi of tinle. and required the
l'tH.rllnaUoll of 11111111' rtll)Colltl1iCtor, This effol•t.
completed in only nine months. involved sevenal
NASA center` and contractor in identifying the
issues. including the requirenit •~ 	 1 -, - w
software, prx•edures. crew
truning, certification.
nlstallati,ni. 111(i flight and
1,Ost-flight activities. It w".a5
a lllgh- intenSity, high }^rotile
effort and one with a high
payoff to NASA's can -do
image. ESPO team
nienll K'rs wele anlung tht ^^
tecogrilized with a N AS A-
JSC gn•oup achievement
award for their part ill
historic achievement. The
tiger-team :kills dev-elolo'rl
Oil this pr► tject. bare neell
applied to many subsequent pro'tcts.
Wilvil the lived anise fou r the in-space Ieu-ieval
and repair of the Leasat satellite. the experienced
ESPO team from the Westar -falapa s tvllite
retr•ierll mission wo gs quickly reorp.mined. The
subSt•querlt effort resulted ill a SucceSSfUl ill-orllit
repair of the S.Itellite. eSUIblishitlg the in11x11•t<ult
capability fill• satellite repair in space. This
capability hlls longs I een re(!OgMizttil as a ke'v to
Rlt'ces Ill tllal •keting NASA's satelhic 1-r-g r1'1111 161•
worldwide conulierrial use.
After the STS :11-1. accident. ESPCI agrIirl drew
upon Its brig-standln;. skills 111 projec t managenient
and tvanlwOrk t(, anak-w the accident. ESPO
Illanagellicilt asselilblt •d ,1 *-':1-1KT-44Ill IC,1111 of
inlage and photoggrrlapflic intellir'tel:- 111 ;1 ollt•-week
licr •i(ili and acquired ail the llvk s;tr 'v hardw;ue
and software to 1 ►eg rlll data analys i s . Soi g n e 1.775
million ttanles of still phot^_Ig*riphy and 1111 I•,ills
of yideotalK' were exmlulled. aiding ill the tirlle ly
analysis of the disltster. ESPO ► particilunt,
receivoi an award from NASA-JSC fw- their role
In this investipition.Ill
	 to quick and ;uctcsstiil huddling of
thc:,e incidents. ESP) has als ► 1 demonstl,ittvi
exceptional responsiveness to NASA's I-Ct 1.114
flight requirements. After the STS :51 I. accident.
a decisilln was made to l ►nnvie the orbiter with it
crew escalk• capability. A team of ESPO persomlcl
and their NASA counterparts expli-red several
concepts of er(-wv escape systems. The Pole Crew
Est•alw System (PCES) w,ls eel olnlnt'11d1 •d and.
along with the addition i ,f the newly desigmed
launch and entry suit (LES). comprised the total
SCES that was deyelol_wd and certified fiir Orbiter
use. The PCES and LES enable all craw members
to safeiy escape from a disabled orbiter during
contrlled stable suhsOnic flight. The deplOved
PCES permits cre%v member \ •eating :)lt' LES to
slide down the lxle and clear the orlliter.
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The LES project team was faced «4th three
immediate problems: the shortness of the
schedule, several large procurements, and it
procurement organization not staffed for this type
of activity. The organization of a flight
procurement section, therefore, vas the first step
in meeting these challenges. The reorgtni7ation
included separating purchasing, subcontract
administration, and procurement operations. The
Lockheed corporate resources were also utilized to
meet special procurement problems. 1b further
alleviate time and money constraints, ESPO and
NASA made the decision not to subcontract the
suit fabrication and integation task and to
perform the final assembly in-house.
Because a short project schedule typically
presents problems, project personnel met
frequently to review and update schedules and
Gantt charts. In this case, Artemis, the SCES
scheduling tool, displayed not only, engineering
functions but also procmement activities. The
project schedule became the focal point of
discussions at weekly activity meetings held
between the project engineer, the procurement
supervisor, and the purchasing agent. Du ring the
most critical period. March through July  1988,
meetings were held daily to coordinate and
minimize negative redundant activities. 4lrlrere
unique problems so dictated. Lockheed corporate
staff were used to make personal contact «4th the
vendor and work out problems.
The ESPO project engineer gave the customer
daily progress reports on the engineering and
procurement action items. Problem areas were
quickly and clearly identified through the use of
colors on the schedule chart. The straight-facts
approach and clear project tracking aids helped to
direct customer-contiacto• actions quickly and
efficiently.
Because it vvs a return-to-flight activity. SCES
had the potential to become a major stumbling
block to meeting the STS-26 launch schedule.
Therefore, the ESPO program manager and
department management personnel were
knowledgeable of the SCES activities and acted
accordingly: All procurement meetings adopted
and publicized an open door policy to ESPO and
NASA management.
The SCES project was very successful because
it effectively used the matrix management
approach to staffing projects and ESPO's proven
ability to add staff quickly. ESPO organizational
tools such as Artemis and other scheduling tools,
as well as the management info rmation system
(1PAIIS), proved capable of providing early
indications of potential problems. The effective use
of a project schedule enabled team members to
identify and address areas of concern. Timely
response, coordination, and effective use of project
tools by team members prevented problems that
might have harmed other tasks.
In the end, the ESPO SCES team delivered the
suits on time and within budget. NASA indicated
their appreciation to ESPO by sending personal
letters to nearly 100 team members thanking
them for "dedicated support and hard work."
Additionally; the ESPO progam manager received
two separate letters, one fiom the chief of the
Alan-Systems Division and the other from the
Launch and Reentry Suit project manager. Both
cited the exceptional organizational and individual
efforts made by the procuement department
personnel.
ESPO also has supported the JSC Engineering
and Science Divisions in the study of potential
crew emergency= return vehicle (CERN^ subsystems
and acquisition of the necessary technology for
their implementation. The CERV Project Office
requested ESPO management to conduct a rapid
response study that focused the subsystem
technology efforts in a working vehicle
configuation. Within one week the job order v5as
executed, the team vvas formed, and a working
"ear room' vt.s established. A recommended
configuration was developed and presented to
NASA.JSC management, and a presentation by
NASA-JSC «as made to the NASA associate
administrator.
Keeping costs under control
Cost is controlled at the individual task level
and summed up to the total contract level for
both costs and funding. NASA-JSC authorizes the
labor hours and material expenditures; ESPO
controls the labo r hour rate. lbtal contract costs
are controlled to individual cost elements such as
labor, travel, relocation, and overhead. Elements of
cost are incorporated into the self-evaluation plan
as total average labor rate, overhead rate, etc.
Every six months, we prepare a self-evaluation of
actual versus planned performance and review it
with NASA.
The ESPO cost repo rting system provides a
process whereby- ESPO informs NASA-JSC of
cost changes or concerns in a timely manner. At
all levels of cost reporting, we conduct an analysis
of cost to date, forecasted cost, and budget
variances. This analysis is included in the cost
repot and provided to NASAJSC sho rtly after
the close of the applicable accounting month.
Informally, cost data are reviewed in weekly status
meetings with the NASA-JSC technical monitor
and in monthly job order written repots. Long-
range cost concerns are documented as
memo inda and promptly transmitted to
NASAJSC.
Significant savings
The cost-reduction program is operated by a
committee that includes representatives fi-om each
operations department. The committee establishes
annual goals for cost savings; thus far, each goal
has been met or exceeded. Cost reduction
sM
submittals are evaluated on the anticipated
dollars saved from an action already implemented
and are fully supported by verifiable facts.
Employees are rewarded with savings bonds
for verifiable submittals. ESPO encourages
employees to develop innovative ideas that will
increase the operational productivity of
government programs in a more cost-effective
manner.
An analysis of approved cost reductions revealed
that most cost reductions remain in effect for at
least three years; some are effective much longer.
The first-year savings are usually less than those
in later years because of implementation costs.
Note that 1987 is the first year that we
considered costs of implementation, so savings
from 1984 through 1986 are carried through as is.
Figure 1 illustrates the magnitude of the cost
reductions in effect for 1986 through 1988.
Keep the customer informed
ESPO has an excellent record of communicating
with its customers. Because relationships between
ESPO employees and customers exist at many
levels, responses to inquiries tend to be immediate
and informal. Even though we recognize the
advantage of the quality,
 communication that is a
natural by-product of this close working
relationship with NASA, we realize that good
communication does not just happen. Therefore,
ESPO does all it can to keep the customer
informed and to maintain an environment of
openness and objectivity. We use regular meetings,
special meetings and presentations, and written
communications to stay in touch. Each job order
manager, for example, oversees a work group that
communicates weekly, or often daily, with the
NASA-JSC monitor. In addition, operations
managers conduct meetings with the NASA
technical manager's representatives and the
NASA division chiefs or branch chiefs on a
regular basis, frequently at weekly intervals.
Regular weekly and monthly job order reports
with clear, factual information in concise form are
submitted to the customer. In addition, a
,quarterly progress reports cover all significant
work performed for NASA-JSC during the
previous three months.
The openness and objectivity of our
communications ate illustrated by the types of
presentations and training we offer to our
customers to provide a clear understanding of the
mechanisms of our business management systems.
A business system presentation titled "Solving the
Project Control Puzzle' was given to ESC
technical managers in 1988. In addition, an eight-
week session on NAS 9-17900 Job Order/Project
Control was offered to NASA management in
January 1989. More than 30 NASA employees
participated. These types of interactions foster an
openness and objectivity that can be obtained only
when all parties are fully informed.
Ir Magnitude of cost reductions(three-year savings in effect)
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Through the use of detailed written procedures,
we ensure that technical documents delivered to
our NASA-JSC customers are accurate and timely.
For each deliverable document, a schedule is
prepared and submitted to the cognizant operations
manager. Each document is reviewed for technical
content by an independent reviewer before delivery,
Clear, concise, and factual information is
frequently exchanged with NASA-JSC m we
conduct several levels of technical reviews during
the development of projects. These include design
(conceptual, preliminary, and critical), acceptance,
and periodic status reviews. The NASA-JSC
review item disposition (RID) form, in conjunction
with action items, is the mechanism used to
identify a deficiency. Cost and schedule reviews
are usually conducted between the 'NTASAJSC
technical monitor and the ESPO job order
manager; however, this type of information is
often included in technical status reviews also.
Cost and schedule reviews using shared products
(common reports distributed to both ESPO and
NASA-JSC) provide managers of both organizations
the opportunity to view the project in terms of
real cost and funding, enabling management to
agree on the remaining action items.
Quality assurance of support services
Our Quality Assurance Plan for Engineering
and Scientific Support Services, which is approved
by the NASA-JSC technical manager for the ESC,
describes quality requirements and responsibilities
for our contract. The quality assurance (QA)
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requirement for each task is determined and
specified in the job order by the approving
authority at JSC. The following is the
interpretation of the job order categories:
Category I: job orders for flight hardware
development, repairs, or modifications. The
baseline requirements for safety, reliability, and
quality assurance (SR&QA) are specified in NHB
5300.4 (1D2) or JSC-30000, part 9 (if space
station). Three documents—the LEMSCO Safety
Plan, Reliability Plan, and Quality Plan—will be
used as tailored by the program requirements
document (PRD), the specification and assembly
drawing (S/AD), or the end item specification
(EIS).
Category H: job orders for payloads and
experiments developed under contract NAS
947900. The LEMSCO Safety Plan, Reliability
Plan, and Quality Plan will be used as tailored by
the experiment plan, the S/AD, or the EIS.
Category III: job orders for non-flight
equipment. These do not require formal QA
procedures. Good workmanship per the LESC
Workmanship Inspection Manual and adequate
informal documentation to commercial standards
are acceptable.
Category IV: non-hardware development job
orders. A professional end item product is
required.
An analysis of all job orders shows that less
than 15 percent of our work falls under categories
I and H, which have rigid quality assurances
procedures that are clearly defined and
documented. The other 85 percent of our work
falls under categories III and IV, in which quality
assurance activities are dictated by the nature of
the project.
NASA QA personnel perform all on-site
inspection functions at the NASA-JSC facility,
even for ESPO-fabricated hardware transferred to
NASA-JSC for interim or final testing. Therefore,
NASA QA personnel, with assistance from the
ESPO engineers and technicians located on-site at
NASA-JSC, perform the necessary tasks
associated with defect prevention on-site. ESPO
QA has the responsibility to perform these
functions for the hardware only when it is located
in the ESPO (off-site) facilities.
Because we are responsible for off-site QA
activities for hardware that will eventually be
moved on-site, we have developed our QA system
to mirror the NASAJSC QA system. This
approach ensures continuity in tracking and
prevents the occurrence of problems.
discrepancies, or other unsatisfactory conditions as
vve support NASA-JSC in the development,
design, purchase, fabrication, testing, qualification,
and repair of hardware. ESPO's cooperative
interaction with NASA-JSC is illustrated by the
recent addition of the launch and entry suit to the
space shuttle program. ESPO provided the
procurement to NASA specifications, coordinated
the quality requirements with the vendor, and
provided the quality receiving inspection functions.
The suit components were assembled and tested
at NASAJSC with NASA QA surveillance and
tested by the Army and Navy with NASA/ESPO
quality designees. The flight data package was
prepared by ESPO, using common forms and
procedures. The suits were shipped to John F.
I{ennedy Space Center and there were no
unresolved discrepancies.
If a problem or discrepancy is noted during the
performance of any hardware-related task, a
discrepancy report (DR) is written. A DR requires
a written disposition approved by both NASA and
ESPO engineers. The DR provides a historical
record as well as information to be used in trend
analysis. This Problem Reporting and Corrective
Action (PRACA) system, which is common to
NASAJSC and ESPO, ensures the smooth flow of
problem and discrepancy reporting as government
furnished equipment (GFE) hardware moves
between the Lockheed off-site facilities and the
NASAJSC on-site laboratories.
In addition to a formal problem-reporting
system, we have developed a combined NASA-
ESPO peer review and internal approval hierarchy
which ensures that only quality products, analysis
results, reports, and services are delivered. Each
ESC deliverable document receives an independent
review for technical content and conformance to
requirements. The breadth of task coverage and
peer review is evident in the 700 job orders
because virtually every NASAJSC engineer in the
directorates we support critiques the quality of
ESPO products. This interaction is represented in
Figure 2.
The nature of research and engineering (R&E)
support requires services and flight hardware
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that are free of defects and discrepancies at the
time of delivery and acceptance. Products and
services are either unique or are built for two or
three units at most. Accordingly, component
quality is evaluated at each stage of a process
from background research through design and
modeling to the final formal delivery. For GFE
hardware products, an acceptance data package is
maintained for each component or unit. For non-
hardware services, a system of peer reviews is
used to ensure completeness and accuracy of
reports and analyses. Our consistently high
performance grades demonstrate that our services
are error-free.
Typical services provided by the ESPO SR&QA
Office include the preparation of FMEA/CILs,
safety analysis reports, hazard analysis reports,
and proactive participation in informal and formal
design reviews, test readiness reviews, acceptance
reviews, fast article configuration inspections, and
failure analyses.
In our business of providing support servic , to
NASA•JSC, measuring technical performance at a
microlevel is difficult because requirements change
frequently. Trending against standards implies
fixed, stable requirements. Often the first task on
our job orders is to define or refine the
requirements for a system or project. When
requirements are undefined or are changing, the
application of preset standards becomes
counterproductive. Because nearly all of the
spaceflight equipment items developed or
processed by ESPO are produced in very small
quantities, there is no significant statistical basis
for trend analysis.
However, ESPO's in-house processes of
administration, procurement, fabrication, and
inspection are amenable to trend analysis. An
example of the success experienced through
performance of this trending is reflected in the
chart illustrating off-site (ESPO) Material Review
Board (NIRB) formal actions per DR (see
Figure 3).
As reflected in the trend chart, the percentage
of in-house discrepancies requiring MRB formal
action has significantly decreased since 1986. The
downward trend in MRB actions is of particular
importance because it signifies not only significant
dollar savings but also increased reliability of
hardware. We perform trending on
nonconformances per total material dollars on
flight hardware job orders, as shown in Figure 4.
1b provide a representative sampling of QA
activities for the highly diverse tasks we perform
on the ESC, we have selected sample areas for
discussion: software quality assurance, flight
hardware and related services (as exhibited on the
SCES project), Crew and Thermal Systems
Laboratories (CTSL), and the Lunar Curation
Laboratory.
. Software quality assurance. ESPO's
software development process follows the
classic software development life cycle: system
engineering and analysis, software requirements
analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance.
This process is documented in our Software
Engineering Standards and Practices Guide.
ESPO also participates with Lockheed
Corporation in establishing the overall set of
standards, procedures, and checklists for software
development. Much of our software is developed in
support of engineering and scientific studies,
including simulation and modeling of systems that
have dynamic properties and frequently changing
requirements. This type of software development
is accomplished by creating a prototype of the
program that must be built. The prototype serves
as a mechanism for defining requirements. The
final version of the software is engineered for
quality and maintainability.
Software quality assurance, which is applied at
each step in the software engineering process,
begins with a set of technical methods and tools
to achieve high quality in both specification and
design. Formal reviews are conducted by the
technical staff for the sole purpose of identifying
quality-related problems. Software development
activities are monitored to ensure compliance with
established standards and procedures and to
minimize rework during the analysis, design,
coding, and testing phases. Software testing
includes a series of test cases to ensure effective
error detection. Change control is applied during
software development and during the software
maintenance phase to minimize the impact of
software modifications. Reporting mechanisms and
procedures establish a history of the software
development activities that aid in diagnosing and
correcting latent errors during the maintenance
phase.
Project and task management personnel
regularly review, the progress of software
development projects. The ESPO office responsible
for the project software development conducts
reviews and audits in compliance with an approved
software development plan. This plan includes, as
a minimum, a software requirements review and a
system design review,
 addressing the entire
system, a preliminary design review; a critical
design review, and a functional and physical
configuration audit on each computer program
configuration item (CPCI) being developed.
Discrepancy detection, analysis, and correction
are controlled through procedures internal to and
managed by the developing organization prior to
CPCI testing. As soon as CPCI testing begins,
software discrepancies are subject to a closed loop
corrective action process. Full formal discrepancy
re,-,orting and corrective action procedures are in
effect throughout and after the formal testing
activity.
We have developed software applications to
monitor trends to improve the performance of
systems. One example of the use of trend data
in a software activity is the use of a QA
t'
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processor, developed by the Advanced Programs
Department, to find erroneous data points in
shuttle aerodynamic data bases that Marshall
Space Flight Center delivers to NASAJSC in
support of the liquid rocket booster (LRB) phase
A design project. The data bases consist of tens
of thousands of data values and are used for
ascent trajectory performance assessments of
candidate LRB configurations. The processor
locates spikes in the data bases; when it
encounters erroneous data points, it prints out the
incorrect values and creates a plot of the affected
aerodynamic data table. The processor successfully
automates a QA function that would otherwise be
an extremely tedious and costly manual process.
e The Pole Crew Escape System (PCES). The
PCES, or pole component of the SCES, was
designed to be used (in conjunction with the
launch and entry suit) to enable all crew members
to safely escape from a disabled orbiter. Because
the flight hardware had to be functional in a life-
thrvatening situation, the level and type of QA
requirements and verification for this project were
very stringent. Our intimate knowledge of the
well-defined, yet complex, NASA SR&QA system
allowed us to respond quickly and to complete and
deliver a quality product on schedule. Working as
an extension of NASAJSC, the ESPO project
team was required to meet rigorous NASA design
criteria and quality control standards. ESPO's
SR&QA Department was a first-level check in
meeting NASAJSC SR&QA standards. Final
checking and approval were governed by NASA
Lnd NASA's QA support contractor. The ESPO
SR&QA office also provided support to the NASA
project manager in the preparation and review of
project certification documents.
The project milestone review process is the
system used to monitor and assess processes for
all NASA hardware projects. As a typical
hardware project, PCES was developed through
this process. Applicable milestones were addressed
in the data applicability matrix, a section of the
program requirements document (PRD). The data
applicability matrix provided a checklist to ensure
all review milestones, documents, and reports
were assigned and completed. The PCES PRD,
prepared by a NASA/ESPO engineering team,
was reviewed and approved by the NASA SR&QA
office. Once the document was approved, the
NASA Engineering Division was responsible for
meeting all agreed-upon requirements.
The hardware design phase of a NASA project
has two primary milestones—the preliminary
design review (PDR) and the critical design
review (CDR). The design review boards are
staffed by engineering branches as well as
SR&QA. Any concerns or discrepancies in the
presented material are formally addressed on
review item dispositions (RIDs). Each RID is
subsequently catalogued and tracked to the
point of its resolution. The status of each RID
is presented to the design review board. All RIDS
must be resolved shortly after PDR and CDR
presentations. During PCES development, RID
closeout actions were reviewed at weekly meetings.
1b ensure that the provided services were
error-free, the PCES hardware QA inspection
included 100 percent verification of the PCES
design requirements, which were identified on
engineering drawings released in accordance with
the NASA Engineering Drawing System. ESPO
engineers followed NASAJSC procedures for
identifying critical dimensions and processes, and
for release of the drmvings. According to NASA
procedure, once a drawing is released, it becomes
a controlled drawing.
Engineering changes to controlled drawings are
monitored and documented through the use of
drawing change notices (DCNs), which share the
same review and approval cycle as drawings. Once
a DCN is approved, it becomes part of the
released drawing. The manner in which drmvings,
DCNs, and documents are monitored ensures
that the services and hardware produced will be
of the specific configuration identified on the
drawing. Using the inspection process,
discrepancies were quickly identified and
corrected, allowing the team to meet stringent
schedule requirements.
• CTSL—an engineering laboratory complex.
In the CTSL, we provide laboratory and facility
support services for the operation of the thermal
vacuum and altitude chambers. We operate and
maintain the systems for vacuum pumping, solar
simulation, cryogenics, manual operations, and
instrumentation. One tool used to ,prevent
problems and discrepancies is the test preparation
sheet (TPS), which is written by qualified
engineers and approved by their immediate
supervisors. If a discrepancy should occur, a DR
is written. The DR is reviewed and a disposition
is made by qualified engineers. A signature loop
has been established to provide optimum quality
review of operating procedures used in
maintaining facility readiness.
Mandatory inspection points (MIPs) are placed
on TPSs by QA personnel to ensure that all
aspects of design meet and conform to the
intended purpose. The facility engineer monitors
all work, verifying conformity and compliance to
each required task.
Work control center personnel monitor and
process all work orders; tracking the status and
completion date of each order in the data system.
Work is also tracked by means of the division
schedule, which documents project start dates and
completion dates for all work conducted within
the services contract. Any problem that changes
the status of a work order is resolved by the
responsible project leader.
All documents associated with the test
programs are tracked from start to finish on a
computerized system. The documents include
TPSs, DRs, test plans, FMEAs, and data
10
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 processes to ensure that all
problems are resolved quickly and that quality is
built into each step of the testing services
provided to NASAJSC.
lb provide services free of defects,
discrepancies, and other unsatisfactory conditions,
ESPO established a training plan for all critical
personnel. The training plan is backed up by
certification procedures to verify that only
certified personnel operate critical duty station.
Approximately 100 engineers and technicians
oversee more than 200 critical duty stations. 1b
optimize productivity, each person is certified on
more than one duty stations. The certifications
are reviewed on a regular basis, and also when a
major modification occurs in a facifityc The review
process ensures that our team is certified and
ready to perform quality services for NASA-JSC.
One CTSL procedure is the use of the System
Rst Branch Productivity Survey to improve the
services provided to NASA-JSC. Both the test
director and test requester are required to
e
	
	
complete a survey form after each test. The
completed surveys provide data on test objectives,
[ -	 test performance, schedules, resou rces, procedures,
i
	
	
and facilities. All surveys are compiled and
entered into the computer data base to rate
performance and log trend tendencies. The data
are used to upgrade procedures. operations, and
facilities.
® Lunar Curation Lab—a science laboratory.
Planetary materials—which include lunar samples,
meteorites collected in Antarctica, and cosmic dust
particles collected by high-flying aircraft—are
curated in this lab at JSC with the support of
ESPO. The term "curation" means protecting
samples from contamination and loss, close
accounting of changes in physical attributes of
samples (such as containerization, storage location,
weight, and scientific description), subdividing and
 preparing samples for distribution to principal
E	 investigators (PIs), and interacting with PIs and
y,
	
	 the public. Over the past 20 years, written
procedures have been developed to maximize the
sanctity of samples and minimize waste.
The physical state of the lunar sample collection
is documented in verified data packs and
k,
	
	
computer data bases. The lunar data base is
verified annually by inventory and daily by
computer procedures. The number of discrepancies
discovered by this process has been reduced to
zero, while the number of individual, accountable
pieces of lunar samples has grown to 65,000.
All sample-related activities are specified by
e curatorial orders (work action documents) that are
tracked using a computer information system.
This data base is updated and reviewed weekly.
Target completion dates or notes pertaining to
pending actions are monitored until the work is
finished.
Computer error-checking, which contributed
to the zero discrepancy rate shown in Figure 5,
has evolved over the years. As patterns of errors
were detected, actions were taken to prevent
recurrence.
Using human resources efficiently
ESPO workers can reach their full potential
through the matrix project management
organization that has been implemented over the
last seven years. This organization has made us
very flexible, adaptive, and responsive to NASA-
JSC needs. Level-of-effort support contracts have
a tendency to constrain employees to a routine set
of tasks. lb
 combat this tendency, ESPO uses
matrix management to provide expertise firom one
area for a problem in another. This is
institutionalized at the ESPO operations manager
level, which serves a particular NASA-JSC
division, and is used on a tiger-team basis at the
program level when NASA divisional lines are
crossed.
In the last seven years, the sharing of expertise
across organizational lines has increased the
willingness of employees to take risks, be
independent, identify with the company, and
seek new opportunities within the company.
From the company standpoint, the process has
resulted in developing the next generation of
managers and reducing costs by making
employees familiar with multiple processes and
areas of operation.
lb maximize the cross-utilization of homely
employees in the matrix structure, we combined
two union bargaining units in 1987. The new
union agreement is uniquely tailored to the
support services business; with work rules that
allow cross utilization of skills both within the
union and with professionals.
One of the benefits to NASA from a multiyear
contract with ESPO is the continuity of
operations that comes prom using experienced
personnel. This helps minimize program risk.
The work force must be continuously vitalized,
however, to maintain skills and stimulate
improvements. Continuously recruiting new
graduates and hiring senior specialized
personnel has resulted in a balanced work force.
Our practice of filling vacancies from within and
then back-filling vacancies at the lowest practical
salary grade has enabled us to control costs awhile
providing an infusion of new talent.
Our commitment to improvement
Our initiatives in software utilization,
automation, and artifical intelligence (AI) make
up most of the submittals in our cost reduction
program; in fact, 96 percent of the 1988 cost
reductions fall into this category. These
improvements are implemented on a project-by-
project basis on individual job orders.
FNumber of location discrepancies discovered in annual lunar curatorial lab inventory, by year
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A highly visible example of ESPO's expertise in
software utilization is the mission evaluation
workstation development and the reporting of this
software to the RockwellfDowney Sun
workstations. This project, implemented in real
time during the STS-26 mission, earned our team
commendations from NASA.
Specific examples of soft%vare utilization
facilitated by the lbehnical Information Processing
System (TIPS) include:
• automation of drafting operations.
• integration of CAD/CAE on major projects
such as the PCES project.
• use of a common computer data base to
replace paper files such as our mechanical systems
data base.
As part of the continued pursuit of improvement
through software, Ave are evaluating the
applicability of computer-aided software
engineering (CASE) for the ESC. Currently, less
than 5 percent of professional systems analysts in
the United States have such an automated tool.
An in-house productivity study involving 52
engineers from nine engineering departments
shows that we perform a number of tasks on the
F	 ESC that could be improved by using a CASE
i"	 tool. DaLa from the study indicate a potential
productivity increase of 19 percent on software
t	 projects, with the largest improvements in
l :	 configuration control, software documentation, and
software maintenance. The use of CASE will also
increase the quality of software products.
In order to gain maximum benefits from our
software, our Information Services Section
conducted a user survey and introduced a series
of short courses, based on survey results, designed
to enhance user productivity. These two- to four-
hour courses, conducted dining the workday, cover
applications such as IPMIS, dBase, Wordperfect,
and Lotus.
Automating many processes throughout the
company enhances efficiency. Automation of the
personnel requisition process is ongoing. In 1988
we automated the ALERT system for identifying
and tracing hardware parts. Our system for
controlling materials and supplies for six tool cribs
%vas automated in 1987, and is operated by ESPO
on-site. Bar-code scanning systems and related
software were acquired to keep track of parts and
other government-furnished equipment in ESPO's
possesion. Ibn PCs were purchased to support
the system. By automating this process, inventory
now takes a few days instead of a few weeks.
We have developed Al applications related to
system fault isolation and recovery, monitoring
and control, and planning. Intelligent fault
diagnosis systems developed by ESPO are applied
to problems that range from analyzing
communication network problems to isolating the
failure of individual components on a printed
circuit board. We are developing knowledge-based
monitoring and control software for space
station engineering test beds, shuttle simulators,
and medical research systems. One system
under development is the planning system for
a mobile, autonomous robot developed to
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Ievaluate concepts for a crew and retrieve
equipment in space. Planning systems also have
been developed for space station
reconfig! ,_ation and management of the payload
integration process.
Equipment modernization increases
>.crn9a nvnAvectivity
The implementation of
TIPS (Technical Information
Processing System) over a
three-year period represents
our largest individual effort
in equipment modernization.
TIPS consists of an operating
network of computers,
engineering workstations,
PCs, word processors, and
associated software and
communication links
specifically designed to
increase the productivity
of the work force. The
system was developed to be
compatible with the NASA-
JSC computer systems.
TIPS provides ESPO with
an All-In-1 node on the
NASA-JSC R&E netwo rk, a
significant processing
capability, added local area
networks, and additional desktop CAD/CAE
workstations. Word processing, engineering
equations, and software programs are
electronically integrated using TIPS, and
electronic communication is available through
the All-In-1 node. This allows two-way
communication between NASA-JSC and ESPO.
In 1988 the added a microwave link to our
communications system so that the new
Lockheed Plaza 4 could have efficient access to
the VAX computing resources.
We define the productivity gain from TIPS as
the added value derived from TIPS (based on
our measurements) divided by the cost of TIPS
to NASA-JSC, which is the cost of operations
and maintenance. Based on measurements of
drawings produced on our technical design and
drafting system, connect time of our
mechanical engineering and design system, use
of PC workstations, and network activity of
our electronic mail system, the total added
value of TIPS to ESC is more than twice the
cost of operations and maintenance.
In 1988, ESPO installed a new, modern
ROLM PhoneMail system to improve
responsiveness and communication with our
NASA-JSC customer and within our
organization. A computer-controlled message
system, PhoneMail allows the NASA-JSC
customer to reach ESPO employees with
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critical information and increases our
responsiveness to requests. In addition,
employees are able to give full attention to
their work because the need to answer co-
workers' telephones is eliminated. The system
is expected to save about $3.8 million a year by
reducing the time spent locating co-workers
and taking messages.
Energy conservation provides savings
The Lockheed Plaza complex is an example of
our initiative in energy conservation. These two
modern buildings have a common energy
management system—for lighting, heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning—made by
Staefa Control Systems (SCS). Thermostats
throughout the buildings are monitored and
controlled by a central computer. Staff
personnel can easily diagnose and correct
temperature variations with a few simple
keystrokes. They can also set different
temperatures for times when the buildings are
not in use. This system controls energy use and
reduces labor costs by centralizing and
automating data collection.
The customer is satisfied
There is every indication that LESC ESPO is
keeping the customer satisfied. We have been a
recipient of the Johnson Space Center Team
Excellence Award in both 1988 and 1989. The
Team Excellence Award recognizes us for
demonstrating outstanding dedication and
commitment to quality and productivity in
support of manned spaceflight. The awards
have been presented personally by JSC
Director Amon Cr.':en and center Deputy
Director Paul Weitz in ceremonies held at
Lockheed Plaza 2. All employees were invited
to the ceremonies to share in the celebration.
LESC further rewarded its employees by
conducting an after-hours celebration. LESC
President Bob Young accepted the awards on
behalf of the employees for their high quality
products and services and for their leadership
and commitment to continuous improvement.
Other speakers at the event have included
Virginia Thompson, NASA contracting officer;
Marc Broussard, NASA ESC technical
manager; and astronaut Karol Bobko.
i
rorl, fanizationFocus on the
1bp massagers prove they
are committed to quality
If a company wants to successfully implement
quality and productivity improvements and
create an environment that fosters total
awareness of such goals, its management must
be committed for the long term. This is the
case at LESC ESPO.
The oft-stated goal of LESC President R.B.
"Bob" Young Jr. is "to be and be recognized as
the service industry quality and productivity
performance leader." Young's long-standing
commitment to quality and productivity in the
workplace is demonstrated by his participation
in every annual NASA/contractor conference, as
well as the 1984 and 1986 NASA National
Symposiums on Quality and Productivity. He
was a featured speaker at the 1986 NASA
Symposium on Quality and Productivity in
Washington, D.C. Young currently serves as the
contractor co-chairperson for the NASA-
JSC/Contractor lbam Excellence Forum and
speaks throughout the country about the
importance of achieving quality and
productivity gains in American business.
Young wants to develop leaders within the
company. To do this, he created the Distinctions
of Leadership course. The course, which is
taught by Young, is open to all ESPO
employees. NASA-JSC personnel are also
invited. This seminar provides each participant
with the unique opportunity to learn the
company president's views on responsibility,
accountability, built-in quality, and leadership.
Top management volunteers support the
Distinctions of Leadership program as coaches;
these coaches are trained in a course titled
Coaching for Superior Performance. The
Distinctions of Leadership course establishes a
proactive environment—one in which people
seek innovative, creative approaches to work
instead of sitting back and reacting to problems
when they occur. This proactive, take-charge
philosophy stresses building quality into all
products and services. Since 1984, 348
Lockheed employees, including two-thirds of the
managers, and 30 NASA-JSC personnel have
attended the Distinctions of Leadership course.
Our managers are actively involved in
productivity and quality efforts both within the
company and in the NASA-JSC community at
large. Our program manager, M.M. Miller,
participates in the NASA JSC Strategic
Planning workshops on a regular basis. An
ESPO director serves on the NASA-
JSC/Contractor lbam Excellence Forum's
Strategic Planning Committee, and an ESPO
manager is the chairperson of the Contract
Incentives Committee of that forum.
Within the company itself, ESPO top
managers actively plan, disseminate, and
recognize our process improvement and quality
enhancement (PIQE) attainments. Each director
is responsible for at least one of our standing
committees, which form the primary
institutional structure for PIQE processes at
vSPO. These standing committees meet
monthly to plan, implement, and track progress
on PIQE programs that implement ESPO long-
range goals. Directors either attend the
monthly committee meetings or receive a
detailed briefing that is in turn reported on at
the program manager's staff meetings.
To improve productivity, our management has
strongly supported the establishment of
electronic and computer networking.
Widespread use of electronic messaging,
automated personnel requisition and purchasing
systems, and other such programs has become
standard procedure at ESPO.
Perhaps the strongest sign of management's
support for enhanced quality and productivity is
the allotment of money and people. Over the
last five years. ESPO has spent more than $6
million to implement projects initiated by
employee teams. These projects include the
development of the Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory, the implementation of the
Interactive Program Management Information
System (IPMIS) for job order control, and the
acquisition of TIPS. In addition, an ongoing,
long-term management development program
has been implemented to provide a common
background of understanding for our
management team. Tb accomplish this goal, a
series of training programs that include
productivity and quality policies and methods
has been developed and implemented; 62
percent of the managerial employees
participated in one or more of these courses in
1988. The management-development training
budget for 1988 was increased by a percent
over the 1987 budget, representing our capital
commitment to ensure the quality and
continuity of our management team.
In addition to the support given through the
commitment of capital, our PIQE programs are
supported through the commitment of human
resources. Our Productivity Office, managed by
an industrialengineer, provides a focal point
for the development, implementation, and
tracking of PIQE activities. In 1986, we created
the position of the SR&QA Office manager,
which had been a shared duty in the past. In
addition, we increased the staff support in the
SR&QA Office to meet the increased demands
of ESC. This increase allowed us to assign
SR&QA engineers to work with project teams
in the design and development phase of
hardware projects to ensure built-in quality.
t.
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FKeeping track of PIQE goals
PIQE goals are communicated from the
program and branch levels to operations
managers and to their employees in many
ways. Company newsletters and fliers,
distributed to all employees, describe PIQE
goals, projects, and rewards; they also
tribe classes, innovative
activities, and cost-reduction
efforts. In addition,
announcements of special
training sessions are carried
on the Lockheed VAX
system. Programs are also
described and announced
through interdepartmental
communications (IDCs) and
operations reports. All
activities that improve quality and productivity
are reported weekly in operations reports,
which are sent regularly to each branch
director and manager. Managers communicate
pertinent information through a variety of other
means, including electronic mail, department or
section meetings, and goals set for each
employee during the employee performance
appraisal process.
PIQE goals and information are made known
through various classes. Classes on TIPS,
automated administrative systems, and
productivity-improving software and hardware
are offered to all employees. For new
employees, orientation sessions serve as an
important vehicle for disseminating PIQE
information. To accommodate the constant
influx of new people (about 10 per week),
all new employees attend an initial orientation
session on their first day at ESPO. Information
is provided on the PIQE programs, and a point
of contact is identified. The full orientation
session is conducted monthly by top
management and includes both a slide show of
general information and an informal question-
and-answer period.
Each year, company goals are set in the
ESPO Performance Plan, an overall plan
that establishes specific, measurable objectives
for performance in the areas of finance,
business, and organization. Even the most
worthwhile goal is useless, however, without an
effective means of implementation. Our
established standing committee structure is the
tactical mechanism for implementing
improvement goals. This ongoing, standing
committee activity is the primary means by
which PIQE goals are stated, implemented, and
tracked. Each standing committee has
representatives from all levels: an ESPO
director oversees it, an ESPO manager is
committee chairperson, and committee
members come from each branch. Standing
committees include the following:
• College Recruiting
• Cost Reduction
• Employee Awareness
• Management Development.
• IPMIS
• Safety
• Technical Training
• lbehnical Excellence
One example of the dynamics of standing
committee action is the creation of monthly
orientation sessions for new employees
mentioned previously. The Employee Awareness
Committee, a standing committee composed of
employees at all levels, identified the need for
the additional orientations, developed a new,
employee orientation handbook, and presented
the plan to the directors for their approval. The
directors approved the plan and implemented it;
these top managers now work with committee
members to present the monthly orientation.
Other examples of PIQE accomplishments can
be found in Table 1.
lb ensure the enhancement of productivity
and quality, it is not enough to formulate,
implement, and promote objectives.
Performance must be measured at every level
to assess the program's effectiveness. The
PIQE goals are part of the scorecard by which
the program manager is evaluated at the
corporate level. In turn, productivity goals are
part of the criteria for appraisal of each
manager within the program. The Employee
Performance Appraisal program is used to
assess employee performance. It is an ongoing
process consisting of three phases: performance
planning, performance monitoring, and
performance evaluation. Through this process,
employees receive ongoing feedback. Clarity of
goals and accountability for performance are
the two primary products of this process. The
appraisal form includes a rating based on
several different performance attributes,
including leadership, progress in reaching
productivity and quality goals,
entrepreneurship, communication, and initiative.
For specific quality and productivity
enhancement projects, standing committees and
the Productivity Office develop performance
measures and provide feedback to the affected
organizatior We measured and documented
engineering productivity in the six productivity
studies that laid the background for TIPS, for
example, and we are currently measuring the
use and productivity of TIPS. We measure the
efficiency of IPMIS on an ongoing basis. Our
administrative Operations Department measures
space utilization (square feet per person) and
telephone trunk line use to track efficiency and
effectiveness.
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1988 standing committees and PIQE accomplishments
l
s
Standing committee 	 plQEacmmplishments
College Reuniting 	 •.:"Responsible for 740 on-campus interviews in 1968:
•.	 t66 job offers made; 67attepted and 'were hired :(40.4pe[cenq:
Cost Reduction -- 	 •.--. SO employees received awards for verifiable submittals.
•..	 1968 submittals totaled $11.2 million.
Employee Awareness	 +	 Implemented a security awareness program.
•.
	 Conducted the JSC Team Excellence Award ceremony and
celebration,
Management Development	 •-Condudeda needs assessment survey. :.
•	 presented.? courses, with 267 employees participating.
Interactive Program
	
s'. Task management—Improved system to review and determine'.
management Information	 dispositiori:of change.requests.
System:(IPMIS)	
•'Finance — Evaluatedfinancial data processes and reports.
• 	 Purchasing/Logistics-Developed a Support Contractor Purchase
-	
Request(SGPR)ptiority system.	 -
•'Personnel -AUtomatedthe P-1 organization and approval
process and the tentative-employment offer process.
a :..Security -:Assessed compliance to Lockheed security guidelines.
Safety.	 •	 Conducted quarterly inspections of Engineering Support
Contrailt(ES[)facilitiesandprovidedfeedhack:
• Improved 'tftestorage method for flammable rtfaterials.
Technical Training
	 •-- Presented '26 courses to 481 participants.
•
	 Improved Publicity through on-line listing of courses oil
Lockheed VAX.	 -
Technical Excellence
	
'.e
	 Established a new technology review for Public Information
Uearance,(PIQ.
Sponsored monthly technical forums and compiled the ESC
Technical Excellence-Plan- ..
key personnel have attended afour-hour -
enhancement, cost redaction, employee morale;
and career counseling.
A prime example of these open
communications is the annual Top Management
Night. It is conducted by the Lockheed: Houston
Chapter of the National Management
Association (LHC-NMA), which is sponsored.
and strongly supported by FSPO. Any employee
can submit questions; anonymously if so
desired, which are then assigned to various
members of top management. Every submitted
question is addressed: Top Management Night
is perhaps the most popular and best attended
meeting on the annual NMA agenda:
Ethics training is yet another means the use
to foster an environment of open and frank
communication. Since 1987; more than. 400
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Open communication promotes
excellent performance
Because of our strong belief in the
importance of open communication, we have a
documented open door policy included in our
management directives. This formal policy
provides a means by which all employees, at
their request, can obtain a formal review of
their employment through discussion with their
immediate supervisor, or higher supervision
when necessary, with the counsel and advice of
a member of the Employee Relations staff. This
formal policy, however, is just the beginning.
The open door policy is encouraged on a much
more informal basis at all levels throughout
ESPO. Managers meet freely and frequently
with individuals and groups at all levels to
discuss technical problems, productivity
and employees, and organizational functioning -
and the ability to get the work done. The
positive ESPO responses, shown in Figure 6,
exceeded the survey average, indicating that an
environment of honest communication exists
within ESPO.
Tfaining programs enhance
performance
ESPO training programs and courses are
designed to respond to a range of needs as
broad as the services Ave provide. The program
includes timely technical courses, ongoing
laboratory training and certification,
management skills courses, group process
training, and personal development programs.
The technical training program offers a wide
array of courses based on recommendations by
the department managers and designated
training representatives. The recommendations
are formulated through all
	 of current
and projected, job requirements. Training
opportunities are publicized through
companywide memos and through an on-line
listing of technical training information on the
Lockheed VAX. The courses are conducted in-
house and are directly related to the employees'
work.
In fiscal year 1988, 26 courses were
completed by 481 employees, the most
employees ever to participate in such programs.
The number of courses offered also reached as
all-time high in 1988. This reflects ESPO's q
priority of training employees for current and
future required ESC tasks.
The increase in course attendance is due, in
part, to the 1987 change that allowed flexible
work hours to accommodate education
programs and training classes during the flay.
This flextime policy is coordinated by the
employees' supervisors to make sure schedules
are maintained and to make managers :.ware of
employee education.
The Rchnical Excellence Committee sponsors
forums on new and evolving technical
capabilities so that achievements gained in one
area of the ESPO program can be disseminated
throughout the work force.
Personnel assigned to or.-site laboratories -
receive certification training required for their
specific operations area. On-the-job training is
used in combination with lectures, study
material, videotapes, and examinations to
train lab personnel in a variety of techniques i
such as propellant handling, cryogenic fluids 4
handling, and instrumentation. Laboratory
personnel also undergo periodic refresher
training and recertification (in most cases,
annually) and specialized training on new
hazardous material handling techniques and
improved hardware testing, and seety
procedures. This training is conducted on an
I
ethics briefing. New employees also view an
ethics film and attend a one-hour ethics
orientation. The rationale behind company
policies and procedures that have ethical
Kplained, thereby creating a
foundation for open
communications.
Participants are encouraged
to explore ethics issues for
themselves through a series
of discussions on actual and
hypothetical situations.
We also have a company
hot line number, published
in the telephone directory,
that allows employees to
raise any issue
confidentially. Company
policy establishes a specific
evaluation process for each
report.
Open communication is
the foundation for the
teamwork that enables
smooth organizational
functioning. How this
concept actually works at ESPO was reflected
in a survey conducted by the American
Productivity and Quality Center (APQC). The
survey was designed to identify and compare
corporate culture attributes in companies that
are widely recognized as excellent
organizations. ESPO was one of 13
organizations chosen to participate. Employees
responded confidentially to questions regarding
teamwork and cooperative behavior within work
groups, trust and credibility among managers
I,
Positive responses on corporate culture surveys
9
EM ESPO responses(pecentage)
EM Survey average (percentage)
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ongoing basis, and each lab has strict guidelines
on the training and certification required for all
employees in the area.
ESPO realizes there is a critical need for
people with superior management skills to
properly manage highly skilled and diversified
technical work. Therefore, we have implemented
an ongoing, long-term management
development program. This program provides a
common background of understanding for our
management team. To design the program to be
responsive to the needs of managers and
supervisors, we conducted a needs-assessment
survey in 1988. It uncovered the need for 11
courses, seven of which were implemented this
year. The remaining four courses are being
developed. A total of 267 employees have
completed one or more of these courses.
In addition, 334 employees completed 3,450
hours in 24 management and supervisory
courses offered through the LHC-NIvIA from
1986 to 1988. These curricula included courses
ranging from the first-line supervisory program
to advanced management studies, as well as
special topics such as understanding and
managing stress.
Training iu group process, problem
identification, and solution training is included
in several NMA and technical courses. Our
project management course stresses a systems
engineering approach to problem identification
and solution, along with the value of the group
process through brainstorming and participative
decision making.
The majority of NMA courses are taught by
ESPO employees. Managers are encouraged to
teach these courses. For example, our director
of management support leads the Situational
Leadership Course. Because of the demand for
the course, however, he has trained five
additional course leaders from the management
team.
Keeping employees healthy
In the belief that a healthy employee is a
more productive employee, ESPO has created
and made available programs that address
personal well-being. We have a full-time center
director who provides personal health
counseling. Our facilities, located in Lockheed
Plaza 1 and 4 buildings, include two aerobics
rooms and a weight room. Personal
development programs include 20 programs
presented by the Lockheed Wellness Center in
1988, including seven health screenings with a
total of 360 participants and lectures/workshops
with a total of 251 attendees.
Educational activities are conducted on a
continuing basis to create positive lifestyle
changes regarding personal health. Classes
are offered in nutrition, weight control, high
blood pressure control, smoking cessation,
biomechanical analysis, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and stress management. Last
year, 45 percent of ou r employees participated
in at least one aspect of the program.
Our approach to occupational safety and
health provides a uniform administration of our
safety and health plan, which has been
developed in accordance with the requirements
of the JSC Safety :Manual; NASA-JSC
Instructions, Directives, and Policies Relating to
Safety and Health of NASA; and applicable
federal law. We recently initiated it
comprehensive three-hou r safety training course
for all management ar ,+ c,mmvienry nm•cn	 1
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Employee involvement activities at ESPO are
many and diverse. They range from highly
technical work groups that develop sophisticated
computer programs, to casual or entertainment-
oriented groups such as the Houston Employees
Recreation Organization, which promotes and
coordinates the LESC dinner dance, the annual
family picnic, and a variety of sports leagues
and tournaments.
The formulation of specialist teams across
organizational boundaries is a natural outcome
of our project team approach to problem
solving. For example, an improvement project
that focused on travel operations involved
employees who travel, secretaries, managers,
and personnel from travel desk operations,
accounts payable, information services, and
headquarters. Likewise, a project to obtain and
implement computer-aided software engineering
(CASE) involved the collective efforts of 52
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engineers from nine departments. Of 48 teams
documented in 1988, 12 have members from
more than one department.
Employees working together in a team
committed to productivity enhancement often
uncover opportunities to save significant
amounts of money. The following is a partial
list of PIQE projects implemented in 1988 that
increased productivity and improved quality.
Included are their estimated first-,year savings.
• Solar Explorati—i Systems data conversion
to compatible formau, estimated savings: $2.01
million.
• SES simulation data transfer: $2.35
million.
• VAJXPLOT, a plotting program for the
VAX: $1.98 million.
• Still-frame digitization improvements:
$476,600.
• On-line job order plan reporting: $841,300.
• Use of three-dimensional workstations:
$484,300.
• Automated mission planning systems:
$402200.
• Automated purchase order system:
$160,400.
• Orbiter mechanical systems data base:
$78,000.
• Office supply automation: $33,500.
In 1988, 50 employees received awards for
verifiable submittals totaling $112 million in
cost savings. The total savings documented
through this program since 1984 is $55.4
million.
Employees receive meaningful
rewards
ESPO provides a wide array of award and
recognition activities. Recognition is based on
contributions and achievements and can be
given on any of the following bases:
• Individual. On an individual basis, 707
employees, comprising 39 percent of the work
force, were recognized for their innovations and
improvements in 1988.
• Work groups. Forty-three teams,
comprising 37 percent of the work force, were
recognized for team achievements in 1988..
• Organizational. Occasionally, work sections,
entire departments, or all employees who
worked on a particular project receive
commendations for outstanding performance.
Recommendations from managers and
branch directors, selection by our Cost
Reduction Committee, and being published
in technical journals form the basis for our
in-company employee award/reward programs.
Moreover, we of rn, follow up employee
recognition by our NASA-JSC customer
V >,
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with ESPO commendations and awards. The
following types of awards provide recognition to
individuals and groups:
e The new technology program award. This
cash award is presented for invention
disclosures and new technology reports. New
technology awards are given periodically,
depending on the number of submittals. Four
employees received these awards in 1988.
® The performance incentive program (PIP)
award. Employees are rewarded with cash
bonuses for outstanding work performance. The
bonuses can be initiated at any level of ESPO
management and must ultimately be approved
by the program manager. PIP awards are given
throughout the year.
a The publication award. This is a cash award
to recognize an individual or a group for
publication in a technical journal, Publication
awards are given frequently throughout the
year based upon publication acceptance.
® Letter of commendation. These letters,
which recognize outstanding performance by
individuals and groups, are usually based on
recommendations by department managers and
approved by branch directors.
a The cost reduction award. Administered by
our Cost Reduction Committee, the cost
reduction award recognizes individuals and
teams whose efforts have resulted in significant
cost reduction or cost avoidance. The
Productivity Office verifies each submittal. Cost
reduction award recipients are recognized at
quarterly awards ceremonies. lb  enhance
visibility of these achievements, the awards
ceremonies in 1988 were held at on-site and off-
site locations adjacent to the work environment
of the award recipients so that co-workers and
NASA-JSC counterparts could attend. Cost
reduction rewards and recognition can be in the
form of certificates of commendation, cash
awards, U.S. savings bonds, desk sets,
calculators, sports tickets, or gift certificates.
• Miscellaneous awards. In 1988, 391
employees were rewarded with sports tickets or
restaurant gift certificates. Recipients are
recommended by a department manager and
approved by the branch director. The majority
of the rewards are based on letters of
commendation received from NASA. These
miscellaneous awards are presented frequently
throughout the year to recognize outstanding
contributions as they take place. They are often
presented at the program manager's weekly
staff meetings.
In addition to in-company awards, ESPO
participates in the competition for the Robert
E. Gross Award for lbchnical Excellence, which
is awarded yearly by the Lockheed Corporation.
Each branch nominates a candidate, who must
be a non-managerial engineer or scientist who
demonstrates technical excellence. One or more
names are selected as final nominees to
represent ESPO, and these names are then
submitted to the Lockheed Corporation for
consideration. An ESPO nominee has won the
award four of the seven years that the program
has existed.
After LESC ESPO was selected to receive
the 1989 NASA Excellence Award for Quality
and Productivity, management decided that
everyone's contribution should be recognized. A
team of ESPO employees arranged a midday
ceremony so that all could at
that our partnership with
customers was and is
crucial to success, JSC
personnel were also
invited. Nearly 3,000
people were bussed to the
event, which featured top
Lockheed and NASA
management. After the
ceremony, the entire crowd
enjoyed a catered luncheon.
Every ESPO employee
received a quality and
productivity lapel pin and a poster featuring
LESC as the award recipient. The team of
employees who arranged the event were
rewarded with gift certificates and letters of
commendation from the program manager.
The Next Challenge
We at LESC ESPO continually strive to meet
the challenge of improving the quality and
productivity of our operations as a support
service contractor. Our record of sustained
excellent performance, coupled with a
continuing innovation program, demonstrates
top-down and bottom-up commitment to the
role of service industry leader in quality and
productivity.
At the award ceremony for the 1989 NASA
Excellence Award for Quality and Productivity,
Lockheed Corporation Chairman and CEO Dan
Tellep reminded us, "We're not celebrating a
graduation, a culmination, or completion of
anything, because we know that quality is
something which is enduring: a never-ending,
continuous process." Along with Dan Tellep, we
take this opportunity to "recommit to our
intent to provide high-quality services to NASA
in its mission, in its hopes, and in its vision for
the future."
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A
unique aspect of the Second NASA Symposium on Quality and
Productivity held in Washington, DC, in December 1986, was that
attending organizations were invited to send teams of high-level executives
as well as individuals. An outcome of this symposium was the development
of seven strategies to guide and focus quality development efforts in
succeeding years.
Leadership must commit to revitalization
Cultural change begins at the top with visible, valid commitment. Leaders must
be active, persistent advocates of the need for change. At both the national and
organizational levels, leadership is responsible for developing clearly defined goals
and objectives to improve quality and increase productivity while creating an
environment that enables change to take place. This includes re-educating the
middle manager and fostering teamwork at all levels.
President Bob Young Jr: s goal for ESPO is "to be and be recognized as the
service industry quality and productivity performance leader." Young demonstrates
his commitment to quality and productivity by participating in the Annual
NASA/Contractors Conference and the NASA national symposiums on quality and
productivity. Young currently serves as the contractor co-chairperson for the
NASA JSC/Contractor Team Excellence Forum and speaks throughout the country
about the importance of achieving quality and productivity gains in American
business.
lb develop leaders within the company, Young has created the Distinctions of
Leadership course. The course, which he teaches, is open to all ESPO employees.
This seminar provides each participant with the unique opportunity to learn the
company president's views on responsibility, accountability, built-in quality, and
leadership. Top management volunteers support the Distinctions of Leadership
program as coaches; these coaches are trained in a course titled Coaching for
Superior Performance. The Distinctions of Leadership course establishes a
proactive environment—one in which people seek innovative, creative approaches to
work instead of sitting back and reacting to problems when they occur.
ESPO managers are actively involved in productivity and quality efforts both
within the company and in the NASA-JSC community at large. They participate in
even*s such as the NASA-JSC Strategic Planning workshops, the NASA-JSC/
Contracoor Team Excellence Forum's Strategic Planning Committee, and the
Contract Incentives Committee of that forum.
Within the company itself, ESPO top managers actively plan, disseminate, and
recognize productivity improvement and quality enhancement (PIQE) attainments.
Each director is responsible for at least one of the standing committees, which
form the primary institutional structure for PIQE processes at ESPO. These
standing committees meet monthly to plan, implement, and track progress on
PIQE programs that implement ESPO long-range goals. Directors either attend
the monthly committee meetings or receive a detailed briefing, which is in turn
reported on at the program manager's staff meetings.
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Make quality intey -° l to organization culture
A top-quality mentality is a requisite for organizational and product survival. It
is an attitude that must be ingrained as a way of life for an organization—part of a
philosophy that says: "When I pass my work on to the next person, it will be the
best that I can do:' It is the essential ingredient in a management culture that
refuses to condone waste and is constantly looking for ways to make
improvements. From the customer's perspective, it is the expectation of quality, the
refusal to accept anything but the best. Quality performance should be recognized
and rewarded by the organization.
ESPO corporate culture focuses on a combination of employee larticipation and
managerial support to solve problems and improve processes. The resulting
teamwork that is ingrained into the standard operating mode is a reflection of
ESPO's and NASAJSC's commitment to achievement through team excellence.
lbam participation is such a normal part of work in ESPO that many teams
operate without formal labels that identify their projects. Teams make no
distinction between salaried and non-salaried employees. Rather, teams are defined
as employees who voluntarily join together in an effort over and above their
normal work requirements. These teams submit and implement innovative ideas;
initiate cost-reduction activities; and improve the quality and productivity of
systems, processes, procedures, and products. A total of 726 employees, 40.3
percent of the work force, participated in 48 teams in 1988.
Employees working together in a team atmosphere and committed to
productivity enhancement often uncover opportunities to save significant amounts
of money. Three projects implemented in 1988 saved the organization more than $6
million during the first year alone. Another five projects generated average savings
of more than $400,000 each. The total savings documented through this program
since 1984 is $55.4 million.
A percentage of the savings is returned to ESPO individuals and work teams.
On occasion, work sections, entire departments, or all employees who worked on a
particular project receive commendations for outstanding performance. Awards
range from cash and savings bonds to letters of commendation and companywide
celebrations.
4 .
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Focus on the customer
World class competitive organizations know their customers and are able to
apply management techniques and organizational skills to provide what their
customers want. They recognize that quality is what the customer needs. They
work with their customers as partners throughout the product design,
development, and delivery process. Focusing on both internal and external
customers is an essential ingredient to an organization's future success.
A team of ESPO personnel and their NASA counterparts was called on
following the STS 51-L accident to develop a shuttle crew escape system. Part of
the system involved the newly designed launch and entry suit (LES). The LES
project team was faced with three immediate problems: a short schedule, several
large procurements, and a procurement organization not staffed for this type of
activity. The organization of a flight procurement section, therefore, was the first
step in meeting those challenges. The reorganization included separating
purchasing, subcontract administration, and procurement operations. The Lockheed
corporate resources were also utilized to meet special procurement problems.'Ib
further alleviate time and money constraints, ESPO and NASA made the decision
not to subcontract the suit fabrication and integration task and to perform the
final assembly in-house.
Because a short project schedule typically presents problems, project personnel
met frequently. The project schedule became the focal point of discussions at
weekly activity meetings held between the project engineer, the procurement
supervisor, and the purchasing agent. During the most critical period, March
through July 1988, meetings were held daily to coordinate and minimize negative
redundant activities. Where unique problems so dictated, Lockheed corporate
resources were used with the intent to make personal contact with the supplier to
work out difficulties.
The ESPO project engineer gave the customer daily progress reports on the
engineering and procurement action items. Problem areas were quickly and clearly
identified through the use of color on the schedule chart. The straight-facts
approach and clear project tracking aids helped direct customer-contractor actions
quickly and efficiently. In the end, the ESPO SCES team delivered the suits on
time and within budget.
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Accept and manage change
Basic to improvement is the ability to change and adjust to competition and
customer demands. Maintaining an entrepreneurial spirit and an openness to new
technology and ideas requires management's ability to accept and manage risk.
This is essential to fostering innovation and to carrying the fruits of innovation to
a successful conclusion in the form of marketable products and quality services.
Successful organizations are able to accept risk and manage change as a part of
growth, understanding that focusing on long-range goals and having a vision for
the future are more important than a preoccupation with the short-term bottom
line.
Proof of ESPO's outstanding performance came in March 1987 when it was
granted the Engineering Support Contract, the second largest contract supporting
NASA-JSC. The contract covers an initial two-year period with three two-year
options. The ESC consolidates the work previously done under separate contracts
by three companies—ESPO, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, and
Northrop Services, Inc. Thirty percent of the ESC represented new work for
ESPO, including support for the NASA-JSC Crew and Thermal Systems Division,
Propulsion and Power Division, and Lunar Curation Laboratories.
Phase-in activities began immediately after the award announcement. lb  handle
the increased work load, ESPO hired 95 percent of the incumbent work force from
Northrop and 75 percent from McDonnell Douglas. By May 10, 1987, (well ahead
of the targeted month of August 1987) 336 new people were brought on board.
The quick work saved the government $5.3 million.
In the initial evaluation of the contract for the period ending July 1987, the
NASA-JSC technical manager made special note of outstanding performance
during the intense period of transition to the new ESC contract. ESPO
performance was rated "high excellent:' This work included the identification,
recruiting, and hiring of the incumbent work force. Excellent progress in TIPS
implementation and a continued high level of performance during the high activity
transition period were also noted. Additionally, since the start of ESC, more than
400 letters of commendation for excellent performance have been received from
the customer.
^q
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PEstablish a process to involve and
recognize employees
Good communication throughout an organization is essential to the revitalization
process and helps instill a sense of shared destiny in the work force. Employee
motivation is the critical task associated with improving quality and productivity.
Good communication and trust are essential to marshaling employee talents and
capabilities to solve problems and allow continuous improvement to become an
organizational way of life. Participative management should be encouraged in the
organization and supported by ongoing management-employee training programs.
It is particularly important that new programs are not perceived as undermining
employee jobs or positions. Employee teams and suggestion programs, tailored to
an organizational culture, stimulate involvement; they allow issues to be addressed
by those who are closest to the problem.
Productivity Improvement and Quality Enhancement (PIQE) goals are
communicated from the program and branch levels to operations managers and to
their employees in many ways. Company newsletters and fliers, distributed to all
employees, describe PIQE goals, projects, and rewards; they also publicize and
describe classes, innovative activities, and cost-reduction efforts. In addition,
announcements of special training sessions are carried on the Lockheed VAX
system. Programs are also publicized in interdepartmental communications and
operations reports. All activities that improve quality and productivity are reported
weekly in operations reports, which are sent regularly to each branch director and
manager. Managers communicate pertinent information through a variety of other
means, including electronic mail, department or section meetings, and goals set for
each employee during the employee performance appraisal process.
Each year, company goals are set in the ESPO Performance Plan, an overall
plan that establishes specific, measurable objectives for performance in the areas of
finance, business, and organization. Even the most worthwhile goal is useless,
however, without an effective means of implementation. ESPO's established
standing committee structure is the tactical mechanism for stating, implementing,
and tracking improvement goals. Each standing committee has representatives
from all levels: an ESPO director oversees it, an ESPO manager is committee
chairperson, and committee members come from each branch.
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Measure activities to evaluate success
Achieving a top-quality culture within an organization requires continual,
measurable improvements. Measurement is far more than keeping score. It is
necessary for good communications and for focusing attention on priorities and on
areas needing improvement. It provides for reinforcement of progress toward
goals, and ensures and establishes accountability and an evaluation of how well one
is doing. Measures are most successful when employees are invol ved in determining
what the measures should be and how to achieve them—employee ownership is
essential.
The effectiveness of ESPO innovations and continuous improvement are
demonstrated by sustained ratings of excellent for cost, schedule, and technical
performance in the award fee evaluation process since 1978 and also by the
following accomplishments:
® Selection as the recipient of the 1989 Johnson Space Center loam Excellence
Award. This marked the second consecutive year that ESPO received this honor.
. Verifiable cost reductions of $55.4 million since 1984. Each year has shown a
steady increase in both the number of submittals and dollars saved.
e Continuing implementation of the lechnical Information Processing System
(TIPS), a network computer system to increase productivity and quality.
Open communication is the foundation for the teamwork that enables smooth
organizational functioning. How this concept actually works at ESPO was reflected
in a survey conducted by the American Productivity and Quality Center. The
survey was designed to identify and compare corporate culture attributes in
companies that are widely recognized as excellent organizations. ESPO was one of
13 organizations chosen to participate. Employees responded confidentially to
questions regarding teamwork and cooperative behavior within work groups, trust
and credibility among managers and employees, organizational functioning, and the
ability to get the work done. The positive ESPO responses exceeded the survey
average, indicating that an environment of honest communication exists within
ESPO.
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Emphasize education as a Ivey to the future
A quality ethic and a highly productive society depend on an educated work
force. To be competitive, organizations must be able to employ qualified people
and then involve them to maximize their contributions and establish a basis for
developing high-quality products and services. Thus, in a broader context, America
must produce a talented, educated work force with the awareness and
understanding necessary to function effectively and productively. Business must
let the educational establishment know what it needs, and be willing to work
closely with schools and universities to achieve it. Business and government
leaders must support the upgrading of the nation's educational system.
ESPO's continual pursuit of technical excellence is reflected in course
participation. About 27 percent of employees completed one or more of the 26
in-house technical training courses offered in 1988, 10 percent participated in the
tuition reimbursement program, and 45 percent attended one or more of the 20
wellness center programs. Since 1984, 348 employees (including two-thirds of all
managerial employees) have completed the Distinctions of Leadership course.
ESPO realizes there is a critical need for people with superior management
skills to properly manage highly skilled and diversified technical work. Therefore,
an ongoing, long-term management development program has been implemented.
This program provides a common background of understanding for the
management team. To design the program to he responsive to the needs of
managers and supervisors, a needs assessment survey was conducted in 1988. it
uncovered the need for 11 courses, seven of which have been implemented. The
remaining four courses are being developed. A total of 267 employees have
completed one or more of these courses.
In addition, 334 employees completed 3,456 hours in 24 management and
supervisory courses offered through the Lockheed Houston Chapter of the
National Management Association from 1986 to 1988. These curricula included
courses ranging from the first-line supervisory program to advanced management
studies, as well as special topics such as understanding and managing stress.
Training in group process, problem identification, and solution training is
embedded in several NMA and technical courses. The ESPO project management
course stresses a systems engineering approach to problemidentification and
solution, along with the value of the group process through brainstorming and
participative decision making.
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Award Finalists' Recognition
NASA would like to congratulate the following companies for achieving the status of Award Finalist for the
1988-89 NASA Excellence Award for Quality and Productivity. For more information on these companies,
contact the representatives listed below.
Jerry A. Yglesias
Vice President, Operations
Barrios Technology, Inc.
1331 Gemini Avenue
Houston, TX 77058(713) 280-1877
Monte Krause
Director, PIQE Programs
Bendix Field Engineering Corporation
One Bendix Road
Columbia, MD 21045(301) 794-3318
Leroy Mendenhall
Manager. CMS Quality & Productivity
Boeing Computer Support Services
P.O. Box 5128, Ardmore Station
Huntsville, AL 35814-5128(205) 544-4188
Ted F. Pykosa
Manager, Productivity Programs
Computer Sciences Corporation
16511 Space Center Boulevard
Houston, TX 77058(407) 867.2300
For more information on program policy
matters, contact:
J. Jeanette Eads
Manager, Productivity
EG & G Florida, Inc.
P.O. Box 21267
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32815(407) 867-7295
Jarvis L. (Skip) Olson
Program VP, Shuttle Processing
Grumman Technical Services Division
5195 S. Washington Avenue
Titusville, FL 32780(407) 268-8400
Sherry Prud'homme
Project Manager, Total Quality Management
Lockheed Engineering &
Sciences Company
2400 NASA Road One
Houston, TX 77058(713) 333-6200
Charles O. Baker
Division Director. Product Assurance
Rockwell International Corporation
Space Transportation Systems Division
12214 Lakewood Boulevard
Downey. CA 90241(213) 922-2093
For more information on award process
and procedures, contact:
Geoffrey B. Templeton
Program Manager, External TOM
NASA Excellence Award
Code OB
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Washington, DC 20546(202) 453-8415
Craig A. Henry
ASOC Headquarters
310 W. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53203(414) 272-8575
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